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1. By application of a geometric theorem concerning convex sets pre- 
sented in [l], Fan in [2] has established under general conditions the existence 
of an equilibrium point in n-person games on real separated linear topological 
spaces. 
The principal result in the present paper is related to the existence of the 
simple stable points, introduced in our recent note [3], of n-person games 
defined on real separated topological vector spaces. 
This result will be obtained by application of a method which is essentially 
that due to Fan in [2]. This method uses a generalization of a theorem due 
to Fan, concerning convex sets. 
As an application of the principal result some results concerning continuous 
n-person games will be derived. 
2. For our purpose, we need a generalized form of Knaster-Kuratowski- 
Mazurkiewicz’s theorem for a real separated topological linear space E 
given in [l]. 
LEMMA 1 (Fan). Let X be a set in a real, separated topological vector 
space Y. For each x E X let S(x) be a closed subset of Y, such that: 
(i) The convex hull of any $nite subset (x 1 ,..., N,,,} of X is a subset of 
ULI SW 
(ii) For at least one x E X the set S(x) is compact. Then nzEEx S(x) # 4. 
By application of this result we derive the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let X, ,..., X,, be compact, convex sets, each in a real separated 
topological vector space. For each i E N = { 1 ,..., n}, let h(i) be a subset of N, and 
xh(i) = n xj t Xh’i’ = 
jEh(i) 
* The research described in this paper was partially supported by the Office of 
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Let X = nilI Xi . For each x E X, let xhli) be the projection of x in Xhti) , 
and let xhfi) be the projection of x in Xhti). Given n subsets S, ,..., S, 
of X = J-Jj:, Xj such that 
(i) For each i E N = {I,..., n} and each x E X the cylinder 
s,(x) = {y E x : (yh(i) , dci)) E L$} 
is convex. 
(ii) For each i E N and x E X the cylinder 
P(x) = {y E x : (xh(i) ) yh’i’) E SJ 
is open in X. 
(iii) For each x E X there is a y  E X such that: (yhci) , xhti)) E Si for all 
i E N. 
Then n& Si # +. 
PROOF. For each s E X, consider the compact set A(x) defined as the 
complement in X of the intersection of the P(x) : 
By the last condition, the set nzeX B(x) is empty; and therefore by the 
Lemma 1, there exists a z = I;“=, cujzc(j), where x(j) E X, 01~ 3 0 and 
IL1 ai = 1, which does not belong to the set uEl A(x( j)). Hence, for each 
j E {I,..., WZ} and each i E N : x(j) E St(z); and consequently, 
which implies that z E ny=t Si . Q.E.D. 
A particular case is immediately derived when h(i) = {i} for each i E N. 
By simplicity we use xi and xi for xti) and xf’!. 
COROLLARY 3 (Fan). Let X, ,..., X,, be nonempty compact convex sets 
each in a real separated topological vector space. Let S, ,..., S, be n subsets of X 
such that: 
(i) For each i E N and each x E X the cylinder 
S,(x) = {y E x : (yi ) xi) E Si) 
is nonempty and convex. 
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(ii) For each i E N and each x E X the cylinder 
syx) = (y E x : (Xi , y”) E S*} 
is open in X. 
Then n& Si f  4. 
PROOF. Since for each i E N and each .Y E X the set S,(x) is nonempty, 
we can choose for each i E N a y(i) E SI(x). Therefore for each N E X there is 
any E X such that (yi , 9) E Si for each i E N, namely y  = (yr(l),..., y,(n)). 
Consequently, the requirements of the previous theorem are satisfied. 
Q.E.D. 
A real function f  defined on a topological space X is said to be lower- 
semicontinuous (upper-semicontinuous) on X, if for each real number r, 
the set {.r E X :f(&v) > r} ({.Y E X :f(x) < r}) is open. 
A real function f  defined on a convex set of a real vector space X is said 
to be quasi-concave (quasi-convex) on X, if for each real number r the set 
{x E X :f(x) > r} ({x E X :f(x) < r}) is convex. 
THEOREM 4. Let XI ,..., X,, be nonempty, compact, convex sets each in a real 
separated topological vector space, and let fi ,..., fn be real function dejined on X, 
having the following properties: 
(i) For each i E N and Jixed x,(,) E Xhci) , the function fi(xhti) , xhti)) is 
lower-semicontinuous in xhCi) E XhCi). 
(ii) For each i E N and jxed xhti) E Xhci), the function fi(xhci) , xhci)) is 
quasi-concave in xhtij E Xhtij . 
(iii) Given r = (rl ,..., rn), for each x E X there is a y  E X slcch that 
fibhti) , Xh(i’) > ri for every i E N. 
Then there exists an f  E X such that fi(i$(i) , LV~(~)) > ri for all i E N. 
PROOF. Consider for each i E N, the set 
si = {x E x : fi( xhci) , xhci)) > r-J. 
Then on one hand, the cylinders 
S,(x) = (y E X :fi(yhti) , xhfi)) > ri> 
are convex. On the other hand, the cylinders 
F(x) = {y E X : fi(xh ci) , yhli)) > ri} 
are open in X. Furthermore, for each .V E X there is a y  E X such that 
(yhci) , xhci)) E Si for each i EN. 
Hence, Theorem 2 applied to the sets Si , guarantees the existence of the 
point f  E X such that: fi(x) > ri for each i E N. Q.E.D. 
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The condition on the last result of a real valued function is unnecessarily 
restrictive. Indeed, the result is valid for functions with values in an ordered 
set. 
If, for every i E N, h(i) = {i}, the above result is the same as Theorem 2 
given in [l]. 
It is interesting to observe that in general, 
gi = inf s yh(i, up f&G(i) 9 Y’) > fi 
%(i) 
for every i E N does not imply condition (iii) of the last theorem. However, 
condition (iii) is assured in the simple case where h(i) = {i} for each i EN. 
Therefore, one obtains the following statement (related also in [l]): if, for 
each i E N, gi > ri , then there exists an E E X such that fi(& , P) > yi 
for every i E N. 
3. Now, we consider as applications the following theorems concerned 
with simple stable points of games. 
THEOREM 5. Let X, ,..., X, be non-empty, compact, convex sets, each in a 
real separated topological vector space. For each i E N = {I,..., n}, let e(i) be a 
subset of N - (i} andf(i) = N - (e(i) u {i}). Let 4, ,..., A, be B. continuous 
real functions defined on X, such that for each i EN and jixed xrti) E Xjti) 
the function Fi defined by 
is quasi-concave with respect to xi E Xi . 
Then there exists an fl E X such that 
Such a point is a e,,-simple stable point of the game 
r = {X, ,..., x,; A, ,...) A,}. 
PROOF. For each i E N and each 6 > 0, consider the set 
S,,i = {X E X : F<(Xi 7 Xf(i)) > F$;.Fi(Wi 9 Xf(i)) - 6). 
I I 
Let h(i) = {i}. Since the functions Fi and maxUiExi Fi are continuous, then 
the cylinder 
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is open in X. Because the function Fi is quasi-concave in xi E X, the cylinder 
is convex. Then by application of Corollary 3, we have 
for every 6 > 0; 
and therefore there exists a point f E X such that 
f E f) s,,, 
i=l 
for every 8 > 0. 
Such a point satisfies 
Fi& 3 %i,) = n&i(wi > %(i,) for every i E N. 
t z 
Q.E.D. 
We note that this proof is essentially that given in [2] which proves the 
existence of an equilibrium point. The reason of this connection is that an 
em-simple stable point of the game r = {X, ,..., X, , A, ,..., A,} related in 
the above theorem, is an equilibrium point of the game 
and conversely. 
I-* = {Xl ,..., X,; Fl ,..., F,}, 
THEOREM 6. Let X, ,..., X, be nonempty, compact, convex sets each in a 
real separated topological vector space. For each i E N = {l,..., n}, let e(i) 
be a subset of N - {i} and f(i) = N - (e(i) u {i}). Let A, ,..., A, be n con- 
tinuous realfunctions defined on X, such thatfor each i E N andfixed xlci) E Xrti) 
the function Gi defined by 
Ghi, > s(i)) = ~jly, Ai(wi 9 se(i) > wi,), 
t L 
iS quasi-convex in xeci) E Xeti) . I f  f  or each x E X, there is a y  E X such that 
G(Y,M 9 sci,) = oety$,, Gdwew > SW) for every i E N, c I 
then there exists a i E X such that 
Such a point is an em-simple stable point of the game 
r = {X, ,..., x,; A, )...) A,}. 
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PROOF. The last condition implies the following one: for each 8 > 0 and 
each x E X there is a y E X such that 
For each i E N and each 6 > 0, consider the set 
Let h(i) = e(i). Then the cylinder 
S&) = {y E X : G(JJ~(~) , w) < min %(i)%(i) G(W) , wd + S> 
is convex, since the function Gt is quasi-convex in Xc(i) E Xeti) . Because 
the functions Gi and min, (dEXe(i) c Gi are continuous, the cylinder 
SE’(X) = {y E X : Gi(xe(i) , yf(i)) < min 
%(i)%(i) Gdwe(i) ,Yf(i)) + ‘1 
is open in X. Finally, by the last condition, we have that, for each 6 > 0 
and each x E X, there is ay E X such that (yeti) , ~~~~~~~~~~ E Ssmi for all i E N. 
Then, by application of Theorem 2 to the sets S,,i , we have: 
fj S8.i # 4, for every 6 > 0; 
i=l 
and, therefore, there exists a point ff: 
n 
f E n s8,i for every s >o. 
i=l 
Such a point satisfies: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. Let X, ,..., X, be nonempty, compact, convex sets, each in a 
real separated topological vector space. For each i E N = {I,..., n}, let e(i) be a 
subset of N - {i} and f (i) = N - (e(i) u {i}). Let A, ,..., A, be n continuous 
real functions defined on X, such that for each i E N and fixed x,fi) E Xf(i) , 
the function Fi is quasi-concave in xi E Xi , and the function Gi is quasi-convex 
in xdi) E Xdi) . 
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If, for each x E X, there is a y  E X such that for every i E _V. 
and 
then, there exists an E E X such that, for every i E IV 
Such a point is an e,,- and e”-simple stable point of the game 
r = {Xl ,...) x,; A, ,...) A,). 
PROOF. The last condition implies the following: for each 6 > 0 and each 
.T E X, there is a y  E X such that for each i E N: 
For each i E N and each S > 0, consider the sets 
S,,i = SF,S,~ n SG.S,i * 
Let h(i) = {i} u e(i). Then, for each x E X the cylinder 
&,dxT) = SFdX) n SG,6,1(X) 
is convex, since the function Fi is quasi-concave in Xi E Xi and the function 
Gi is quasi-convex in x, ci) E X,(i) . Because the functions Fi , Gi , maxwiEX, Fi 
and min w.COEX,(ij Gi are continuous, the cylinder 
S,i(x) = S&(x) n S&(x) 
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is open in X. Finally, for each x E X, there is a y  E X such that 
for all i E N, 
since the last condition holds. Then, Theorem 2 applied to the sets Sssi 
guarantees that, for every 6 > 0, the set fi& S,,i is nonempty; and therefore, 
there exists a point fl E X such that 
12 
2 E n ~7,,~ for every 6 >o, 
i=l 
which satisfies the requirements of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
With an additional condition it is possible to get the existence of simple 
saddle points of an n-person game. 
COROLLARY 8. Let X, ,..., X, be nonempty, compact and convex sets, each 
in a real separated topological vector space. For each i E N = {I,..., n}, let e(i) 
be a subset of N - {i> and f (i) = N - (e(i) u {i}). Let A, ,..., A, be n con- 
tinuous real functions dejned on X, such that for each i E N, the function Ai 
is quasi-concave in xi E Xi -for fixed (xCti) , xrti)) E Xeci) x Xjti) and it is quasi- 
convex in X~ ti) E Xect) for fixed (xi , x,ci,) E Xi x Xfci) . 
Jf, for each x E X, there is a y  E X such that for every i E N: 
Fibi 9 5(i)) = Fz;,Fdwi , xf(i)) * t 
and 
then, there exists a point f  E X such that 
for every i E N. 
Such a point is an e-simple saddle point of the game 
l- = {X, ,..., X,; A, ,..., A,}. 
PROOF. Suppose that the function Fi is not quasi-concave in the variable 
Xi E Xi for fixed xfu) E Xjti) . Then, for a real number X and xlci) E Xrci) the 
set 
FA = {xi E Xi : Fi(xi , xfCi,) > X} 
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is not convex, that is, there exist fi , x”i E Xi such that for some ,.L E [0, 11: 
Fi(P.R, + (1 - cl) % , “f(i)) < A. 
On the other hand at such points, one has 
4% 9 %(i) , “/(id > h and A,(% P %(i) 9 Wi,) > h 
for all we(i) E Xeti) . In particular at the point c&+) E Xeti) for which 
Fi(P% + (1 - PL) g;i 3 Wi,) = 44 L (1 - p) gi , W,(i) , q(i)) < 4 
we have 
-%@i , G(i) 3 Wi)) > h and 4% , h(i) , Xi(i)) > A. 
This is impossible, since the function Ai is quasi-concave in xi E Xi for 
fixed (xbti) , xrti)) E Xeci) x Xfci) . Then Fi is quasi-concave in xi E Xi for 
fixed xrti) E Xrci) . Similarly, one can easily prove that the function Gi is 
quasi-convex in xeci) E Xeti) for fixed xfci) E Xfci) . 
By the last theorem, there exists a point fl E X such that 
On the other hand, for each i E N and each xfti) E Xrcr, , consider the zero- 
sum two-person game 
where 
and 
pi) = {Yi’, yi2; WY1 I Y2)) 
y1 E Yjl = xj , Y2 E yi2 = Xdi) 
Now, for j E { 1,2}, let a(j) be the set defined by C(j) = k, where k f j 
and R E { 1,2}. Then we have f(j) = 4. 
By application of Theorem 5 to the game ri(+ci)) with the sets t?(j) for 
j E { 1,2}, since the continuous function Bi is quasi-concave in y1 E Yil and 
quasi-convex in y2 E Yi2, the existence of a point ($ , $J E Yil x Yi2 such 
that 
BAT1 , B2) = my m$ &(yl , y2) 
= mY;.n y Bdyl , ~~1. 
is guaranteed. 
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Thus, we have obtained the result that, for each i E N and each xfci) E X,o), 
max min A(wi , We(i) 9 5(i)) = min Wi”Xi %(i)EXa(i) 
max A(wi, 
%(f)E&(i) we-i 
We(i) 9 wd 
Then, the point f E X obviously satisfies: 
for each i E N. Q.E.D. 
We note that the particular case of Theorem 5 applied to the game ri(x,ci,) 
in the above proof is a corollary of Sion’s minimax theorem found in [I]. 
4. In this section some applications of the above results to certain kind 
of continuous games are considered. 
Let Z be a separated compact space. Then the conjugate space C*(Z) of 
the Banach space C(Z) of all real continuous functions on 2 is a locally 
convex, separated real topological linear space, with respect to the weak 
topology induced by C(Z). The set X of regular Bore1 measures on 2 with 
total measure one is compact and convex in C*(Z) with respect to the 
ru*-topology. 
By using these facts, we obtain from Theorem 5 the following result. 
COROLLARY 9. Let I’ = {Zl ,..., Z*; A, ,..., A,} be a game, where, for each 
i E N, Zi is a separated and compact space, Ai is a real continuous function. Then 
the mixed extension 
7 = {X, ,..., X,; El ,..., E,,}, 
where for each i E N, Xi is the set of regular Bore1 measures with measure one and 
the expectation function Ei is defined by 
E,(xl ,..., x,) = 
s 
Ai d(x, x ... x x,& 
zlr “X& 
has an e,-simple stable point. 
PROOF. Consider for each i E N, the multilinear, real function E, defined 
on Xi x ... x X,, , which is continuous. Therefore the function Fi defined 
‘v 
F&i 3 wi,) = ue(y$,j Ei(xi 9 me(i) > -w) c I 
is concave in xi E Xi , for each fixed xrti) E Xtci) . By direct application of 
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Theorem 5 to the mixed extension game F, the existence of an em-stable 
point is guaranteed. Q.E.D. 
In an analogous way, from the Theorem 6, we have: 
COROLLARY 10. Let I = {zl ,... &,,; A, ,..., A,} be a game, where for each 
i E N, ..Yi is a separated and compact space, and A, is a real continuous function. 
Let f  = (X1 ,..., X,,; E, ,..., E,} be its mixed extension, such that for each 
i E N and fixed (xi, xIci)) E Xi x Xrtj) the expectation function Ei is linear 
in the variable .qi) E Xeti) . 
I f  for each x E X there is a y  E X such that for every i E N 
Then, the mixed extension f  has an em-stable point. 
Finally, from Corollary 8 we immediately obtain: 
COROLLARY 11. Let I = {& ,..., zn,; A, ,..., A,} be a game, where for 
each i E N, Ei is a separated and compact space and Ai a real continuous func- 
tion; and let 
17 = {Xl ,..., X,; E, ,..., E,} 
be its mixed extension, such that, for each i E NandJixed(xi , xf(i)) E Xi x X,ti), 
the expectation function Ei is linear in the variable xCti) E Xeci) . 
I f  for each x E X there is a y  E X such that, for every i E N: 
then the mixed extension f  has an e-simple saddle point. 
We note that if for each i E AT, the set e(i) = 4, then Corollary 9, which 
determines the existence of equilibrium point, coincides with the result given 
by Glicksberg [a], which has used a general method of fixed points for multi- 
valued functions on locally convex, compact linear topological spaces. 
From Theorem 5 one can easily derive the following result: 
COROLLARY 12. Let I = {& ,..., &, , A, ,..., A,,} be a game, where for 
each i E N, .& is a separated and compact space, Ai a real continuous function. 
For each i E N, let Zeti) be the set of regular Bore1 measures on 
&e(i) = x zi 
jse(i) 
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with measure one. Then the extension 
p* = {Xl ,..., X,,; HI ,..., H,} 
where the payoflfunction Hi of i E N is dejked by 
has a point f E X such that for all i E H: 
min Hi(.& , .zecr) , 5(i)) = max min Hi(wi 9 z,(i) 3 %(i)) 
%(i)%(i) wicxi %(i)%(i) 
= min ma Hi(wi , wa , %w)- 
%(i)%(i) %“Xi 
Further related topics are given in [5]. 
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